
I’m Sure It Will Be Fine
Well..  less  than  two  weeks  to  go!   I  can’t  believe  how
difficult it has been to find two female voices to join me in
a few numbers not to mention an accompanist.  Well… I have
 the pianist after losing two when the date had to be changed
a couple of times.  At today’s rehearsal, I practiced in the
sanctuary  of  the  church  which  houses  my  instructor’s  new
studio.  Very nice for the most part.  K even got to sit in
the pews and really critique and I was even pleased with
MOST of the selections.  She had very few notes on all but one
song that was a virtual train wreck.  We got through each of
the pieces except for one in about a half hour.  We ran out of
time before getting to the final piece.  Not the final piece
as  I  am  being  accompanied  by  guitar  on  my  opening  piece
(something new for me but I think will work nicely) as well as
my finale which is going to have NO accompaniment! I also am
considering the possibility  of videoing the evening.  If
anyone is willing, then I would be open to the possibility as
a few of my wonderful friends are either unable or unsure if
they are able to come.  I would also be open to an encore if I
hadn’t already paid $80 to my pianist… reality check from my
school days when I had to pay one for each lesson ;).  In any
case, if all goes well I would not be against the idea of
doing  a  new  set  down  the  road…  maybe  More  Songs  I  Have
Learned. Followed by Even More Songs I Have Learned. And Still
More Songs I Have Learned.  NAH… I think more creative names
would be in order.
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